
 

3rd Grade Supplemental Planning  5/4/20 
 

Subject Area Learning Activities 

Reading 

▢ Reading for 30 minutes a day 
▢ Read the Yellowstone Fire Passage and answer the questions. 

○ When you say something, you say what you understand about it. To 
explain relationships between ideas, you say how the ideas are 
related or how they are connected.  

Math ▢  Fractions on a numberline worksheet 

Science 

Where do volcanoes occur? Volcanoes around the world form a pattern that can 
be observed. This pattern, this line of volcanoes around the Pacific Ocean, is one of 
the Earth's major features. Scientists call this the Ring of Fire because it forms a kind 
of circle of volcanoes around the edge of the Pacific Ocean. Volcanoes form where 
one big piece of the Earth’s crust moves underneath another piece. These pieces 
are called continental plates.. 
 
Lava flows out of some volcanoes. Lava is so amazing. Think about what it is. It's a 
liquid, but it's rock, It’s  liquid rock. In order for rock to melt into a liquid, it has to be 
really hot, nearly 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit. Most of us don't live anywhere near a 
volcano, so it would be so awesome, it would be the trip of a lifetime to get to go 
near one and be able to see lava up close. What if you didn't have to visit a volcano? 
What if a volcano came to you? What if a volcano erupted in your neighborhood?  
 
Even if you don't live anywhere near the Ring of Fire, you can find extinct volcanoes 
and lava rocks all over the globe. It might even be possible for you to find a piece of 
lava rock near where you live. Maybe a volcano once erupted in your backyard, but it 
was just a long, long time ago. Give it a try. Go out and explore. See if you can find 
what you think might be a piece of lava rock or basalt near where you live. Have fun. 

 
Use the attached sheet to plot several volcanoes in South America. See if you can 
find a pattern! 

 
If you are working on your computer, watch this Mystery Science video 
MysteryScience Video and use this link to plot volcanoes. Volcano plot mapping 
If you do not have a computer, the Volcano plot map is the same map in your packet.  

Writing 

Journal:  
May 4th is “National Weather Observer’s Day.” Different types of weather occur 
around the world. What is your favorite type of weather? Be sure to explain why you 
like this particular type of weather  Describe the weather using sensory details (what 
you see, hear, smell, taste and feel) and imagery. 

Or 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Attd34dG1LvMuCH7DCL7ouaZB2DIpfqKZNW0RVeIDvc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NZqDjDoK7t50dssx7ZjVCu2woWPLlaqa/view?usp=sharing
https://mysteryscience.com/rocks/mystery-1/volcanoes-patterns-of-earth-s-features/53?code=NDEwMDY3MDQ&t=student
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1T2-tO84TXJCtED7YT_WakAERT8yEU3GvqJ4Bi2P6TqU/edit#slide=id.g109c95a2c2_103_0


What do you know about volcanoes?  How would you describe a volcano using 
imagery and sensory details?  Pretend you’re describing it to someone who has 
never seen one before.  

Capitalization Rules: 

1. The first word in a sentence. 
2.  Names of people, places, products, clubs and organizations 
3.  Main words in the titles of books, stories, poems, and songs. 
4.  Days of the week, months of the year, and holidays. 

Revision 
Reread your work after you finish. Check to make sure all of your sentences begin 
with a capital letter and follow other capitalization rules as needed.  

English Language 
Development  

▢ The Return of Wolves to Yellowstone 
▢ El regreso de los lobos a Yellowstone 

Online Fun 
▢ Virtual Yellowstone Tour 
▢ Learn to Draw Like Dav Pilkey 
▢ Freaky Forces of Nature 
▢ 10 Stunning Volcanoes 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kgA_vbALRe53V6jrzOXJKxD-1hi4y0BmD-yAwyQ4fps/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1unU5LOJzV-SdDDz_BN8-8S9Opk461BMi0t7sZj_0T28/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.nps.gov/yell/learn/photosmultimedia/virtualtours.htm
https://kids.scholastic.com/kids/books/planet-pilkey/how-to-draw/
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/science/ten-freaky-forces-of-nature/
https://www.pandotrip.com/top-10-stunning-volcanoes-around-the-world-4360/

